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We study the depinning of domain walls by pure diffusive spin currents in a nonlocal spin valve 
structure based on two ferromagnetic Permalloy elements with copper as the nonmagnetic spin conduit. 
The injected spin current is absorbed by the second Permalloy structure with a domain wall, and from the 
dependence of the wall dcpinning ti eld on the spin current density we find an effici ency or 6 x 
10- 14 T /(A/m2), which is more than an order of magnitude larger than for conventional current induced 
domain-wall Illotion. Theoreti call y we find that this high effi cicncy arises from thc surface torques exerted 
by thc absorbed spin current that lead to effi cient depinning. 

Spin currents and magnetoresistance effects have re
ceived much attention over the past two decades [ I]. The 
reciprocal influence of spin-polari zed charge currents on 
the magnetization, which leads to switching in multi layer 
pillars [2] and the manipulation of magnetic domain walls 
(DWs) by currents, has become the focus of research due to 
the fundamental physics as well as possible applications 
[3,4]. The manipulation of DWs has been attempted using 
spin-polarized charge currents [5-71 or local Oersted fi elds 
[8]. However, DW depinni ng using Oersted fi elds is fac ing 
challenges regarding the scalability, and for spin-polarized 
charge currents, the effective nonadiabatic torque is small 
for Permalloy with wide walls (f3 « I) [9- 13]. Further
more, charge currents lead to Joule heating, and at in
creased temperatures the spin torque efficiency further 
decreases [ 14]. 

A possible alternative approach is to employ pure spin 
currents, where the electrons diffuse without an associated 
net charge current. While the generation of spin currents 
involves energy dissipation, it can occur at a distant loca
tion from the device, which can thus be kept cool and still 
manipulated by the absorbed diffusive spin currents. 

Nonlocal spin valves (NLSVs) are promising geometries 
to generate pure spin currents across transparent [1 5- 17] or 
tunneling contacts [ 18, 19]. Recently, Yang et at. have 
demonstrated the reversal of the magnetic state of a 
Permalloy disk in a NLSV geometry, where the device 
could be used either in a nonlocal or a lateral spin valve 
contact setup, and the same critical current densities were 
observed in both cases since the same torques are involved 
[20]. This is expected to be radically different for the case 
of a domain wall in a ferromagnetic wire, where the 
adiabatic and nonadiabatic torques exerted by a combined 
charge and spin-polarized current tlowing in the wire 
across the DW and the torques exerted by a spin current 
absorbed at the DW position will be fundamentally differ
ent, but to date this has not been investigated. 

In this Letter we present depinning of DWs assisted by 
pure spin currents. We determine the spin diffusion length 
in Cu and the spin polarization in Permalloy (NisoFe2o, 
Py), and from this we calculate the spin current that dif
fuses into the ferromagnetic structure where a DW is 
positioned. We measure the spin current assisted DW 
depinning and find a large effi ciency of the spin current 
induced torques. This can be explained by the large inter
face torque that stems from the perpendicular orientation 
of the magnetization in the domain wall with respect to the 
spins in the spin current acting on the surface layers. 

The two samples examined here (referred to as A and B 
hereafter) were fabricated in a two-step lithography pro
cess [21 ], and a scanning electron microscope image of 
such a sample is shown in Fig. I(a) . In Fig. l(b), an x-ray 
magnetic circular dichroism photoemission electron mi
croscopy (XMCD PEEM) [22] image of the magnetization 
configuration with a DW and a corresponding micromag-

(a) 

FIG. I (color online). (a) Scanning electron mieroscopy image 
of the non local spin valve geometry of the samples used in the 
experiment with the contacts numbered 1- 10. The bright stripes 
are the Cu contacts, while the darker stripes are the Py wire and 
haIr-ring. (b) XMCD PEEM image or' the spin configuration ancl 
the en larged image of the transverse domain wall prior to 
contacting. The shades of gray correspond to the vertical com
ponent of the magneti zation configurations, which is in agree
ment with the micromagnetie simulation shown in (c). 
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netic simulation [23] using the same geometry are pre
sented [Fig. I (c)]. First, the two Py elements shown in 
Fig. 1 (a) were deposited with a thickness of 17 nm and a 
width of 300 and 600 nm for the wire and the half-ring 
wire, respectively. Before the deposition of 50 nm copper 
(Cu) as the nonmagnetic material, ion milling was used to 
clean the interface. On top of the Cu layers, 2 nm Au was 
deposited to prevent oxidation. The width of the central Cu 
wire is 330 nm for sample A and 490 nm for sample B. The 
edge-to-edge distance between the Py wires was 295 nm in 
sample A and 110 nm in sample B. We did not take 
advantage of tunnel barriers at the ferromagnetic
nonferromagnetic interfaces, since, although better injec
tion effi c iencies can be achieved [ 18,19], this strongly 

Here, d is the distance between both FMs, aF the spin 
polarization in the FM, and Rs,j is the spin resistance with 
Rs,j = 2fl jAJ[S(\ - am, where pj is the resistivity, Aj 
the sp in diffus ion Icngth of the specific materi a l, and S the 
cross-sectional area. The spin current at the second inter
face is then given by IsCd) = I:!. VNLCd)/(a FRs,d, and the 
measured non local change in sp in res istance is defin ed as 
I:!.RNL = I:!. VNL/ l e. 

The jumps in the nonlocal spin resistance signal (Fig. 2) 
correspond to the switching of the FM wire and half-ring 
(see sketches in Fig. 2). The spin signal increases from 
20.9 ~n for an edge-to-edge distance of 295 nm in 
sample A to 88.8 ~D. in sample B with a spacing of 
110 nm between both Py wires. Note that the measured 
spin resistance signal is not symmetric around 0 fl, and 
this can originate from an inhomogeneous current distri
bution [26,271. Furthermore, the switching fields are not 
exactly equal in both samples, which is probably due to 
slight variations in the geometry and edge roughness. 

We now describe the approach used to determine the 
spin diffusion length in the Cu wire and the spin polariza
tion of the Py stripes. Since Py has a small spin diffusion 
length [28,29], the cross-section areas for both ferromag
nets are defi ned as the interface cross section (width of the 
Permalloy structure times the width of the Cu structure) . 
This results in a cubic dependence on the Cu width of the 
numerator and a square dependence of all terms in the 
denominator in Eq. ( I). Multiplying Eq. (l ) with the Cu 
width makes the right-hand side independent of the Cu 
width, thus allowing us to use two samples with different 
Cu widths for the analysis. The resistivities used are 
25 ~fl cm for Py value and 2.2 ~D. cm for the Cu, re
spectively. To determine the spin diffusion length in Cu and 
the spin polarization of Py, we use a value of 5 nm for the 
spin diffusion length in Py as this has been determined 
independently by two groups [28 ,291. By fittin g these used 

limits the maximum charge current. Transport measure
ments were conducted in a cryostat at 4.2 K using a 
standard lock-in technique and an in-plane rotatable exter
nal magnetic fi e ld. 

We measure the nonlocal spin signal on both samples 
(see Fig. 2) with a peak applied charge current density of 
2 X lOll A/m2 in the Py wire. The origin of these signals 
is a charge current le driven from the ferromagnet (FM) 
into a nonferromagnet (NM), which generates a spin ac
cumulation diffusing to the second ferromagnet [ 16). From 
the calculations in [24,25], for a non local geometry with 
two different FMs, one obtains I:!. VNLCd) [see Eg. ( I)], the 
non local spin voltage at the second interface, which de
scribes the difference between a parallel and an antiparallel 
magnetic confi guration: 

( I) 

va lues to the modified equation , wc obtain a sp in polari za
tion of apM = 43 :!.: I % and a spin diffusion length of A = 

Acu = 134 ± 12 nm. While the spin polarization found is 
in agreement with results of Soulen et al. [30], the spin 
diffusion length is less than the values obtained by li et al. 
[17] and ledema et al. [3 1). 

Using these results, we can calculate the spin CUlTent 
that arrives at the Py half-ring compared to the charge 
current injected between contacts 3 and 4 and we find a 
ratio of Is/lc = (1.2 ± 0.1) X 10- 2 . 

We now employ these spin currents to manipulate the 
magneti zation . We study their influence on the depinning 
behavior of a transverse DW (TDW) in the half-ring in 
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FIG. 2 (color online). Nonlocal spin resistance measurements 
(RNL == VNL/lc) for both samples with a depiction of the cor
responding current and voltage contact setup sketched to the left 
of the plots and the respective resistance differences to the right. 
For sample B with a smaller edge-to-edge distance, d, between 
the injector and detector, the nonlocal spin signal increases to 
88.8 J.Lfl. The arrows between the plots indicate the magnetic 
orientation of the FM wire and half-ring. 
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sample B . The TDW was nucleated with a fi e ld as de
scribed in [32]. with a result ing magnetic confi guration 
and a corresponding OOMMF simulation [23] shown in 
Figs. I(b) and I(c) . The TDW is positioned below the 
central Cu wire slightly off center to the right [see sketch 
in Fig. 3(d)]. During the experiment a spin current is 
generated by a 50 fhS long charge pu lse between contacts 
3 and 4, which is then absorbed by the TDW in the Py half
ring . The position and ultimately the depinning of the 
TDWare determined by the voltage drop due to the aniso
tropic magnetoresistance signal between contacts 8 and 9 
when applying a small ac lock-in current (l01O A/m2) 

between 3 and 10 (see Fig. 1) [32]. 
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FIG. 3 (co lor). (a) Ocpinning fi elds as a functi on of the appli cd 
charge currents and the resulting corresponding spin current 
density (top x axi s). The direction of the charge current How I 
and the injected pure diffusive spin current (arrows with circles 
on the central yellow NM spin conduit) are shown in (b) for 
negative current pulses . The situation for positive pul ses is 
depictcd in (c). Tf the elec tron (charge) current Hows fro m the 
ferromagnet (FM I ) into the nonferromagnet (NM) as in (b), the 
spins in the spin current (green arrows with circles) are oriented 
parallel to the magnetization of the ferromagnet (FM I)' In the 
opposite case (c) the spins in the spin current (red arrows with 
circles) are oriented anti parallel to the magnetic orientation of 
FM I . In (d) we show for negative current pulses the torque 
[Eq. (2)] exerted by the spin currents that is absorbed from the 
NM into the FM2 where the transverse DW is located. The spin 
current absorption leads to a rotation of the original magnetiza
tion (large arrows) in FM2 below the NM wire counterclockwise 
[indicated by the black arrows in (d)]. The resulting magnetiza
tion direction is shown by the dotted large arrows, meaning that 
the TOW is effectively displaced to the left. 

The dependence of the depinning fi e ld as a f uncti on of 
the current amplitude is now shown in Fig. 3(a) : For 
negative currents , thc depinning fi eld decreases with in
creasing current amplitude. For positive currents, where 
thc spin current and the appli ed fi c ld act in oppos ite 
directions, one would expect an increase in the depinning 
fi e ld if dc currents are used. But as we use curre nt pulses. 
the wall depins in between pulses at a fi e ld that corresponds 
to the zero current depinning fie ld, a bchavior th at we have 
discussed previously in [ 141. The constant depinning field 
ror pos iti ve CUtTents al so shows that there was no signifi 
cant Joule heating affecting the depinning. In order to 
compare our rindings with the results o f current induced 
domain-wall motion (CID M), where the combined spin 
and charge current fl ows in the ferromag net, we di vide 
the spin current by the cross-sectional area of the Py half
ring, which results in the spin current densities shown on 
the upper x axis of Fig. 3(a). We obtain a depinning 
effici ency E = (6 ± 1) X lO- t4 T m2 / A and by linear ex
trapolation a spin current density of (7 ± 2) X IO tO A/m2 

at which the DW would depin without any ex te rnal fi e ld . 
Compared with CIDM , the effi ciency is larger by an order 
of magnitude (ECIDM = 5 X 10- 15 Tm2/A [14]) and the 
extrapolated required current density for depinning 
(jCIDM = 2 X 1012 A/m2 [14]) is about 30 times smaller. 

To demonstrate that it is the spin current that acts on the 
DW. we simulate the influcnce of Oersted fie lds created by 
the pulses between contacts 3 and 4 with the maximum 
charge current that was applied in our ex periments. Wc find 
a maximum field or less than 10 Oe at the edge and an 
average rield of I Oe in the area of the DW. which is 
neg li gible compared to the depinning fi e ld . Furtherm ore, 
we have repeated the experiment with the DW at distances 
of a few hundred nm from the central Cu wire, and we see 
that in this case the depinning of a DW is not affected by 
the currents, whi ch excludes Oersted field effec ts and 
points to depinning via spin current effects . 

To th eoreticall y explain the observed hi gh effi c iency, we 
look at the fundamental differences between the torques 
can sed by spin-po larized charge currents flowin g in a 
single Py wire and the lateral spin valve geometry used 
here. The change of the magnetization m (here a dimen
sionless unit vector) in the case of a spin current being 
absorbed at a NM-FM interface is given by [33] 

am rh ~ ~ ~ 
= ---m X Is X m. at 2eMs V 

(2) 

Here, h is the Planck constant, Ms the saturation magne
tization of the FM, r = ~ the gyromagnetic ratio (fha 

being the Bohr magneton), is the orientation of the spin 
current injected into the FM, and V the volume affected by 
the noncollinear torque. For our case, V is defin ed by th e 
penetration depth of the spin current multiplied by the 
surface area where the spin currents enter and act on the 
FM. This surface area is given by the DW width multiplied 
by the wire thickness (assuming all the spins enter by the 
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side wall) or the wire width plus the thickness (assuming 
that the spins enter by the side and the top surface of the 
Py half-ring). In our experiment, the orientation in the spin 
current (is) is perpendicular to the magnetization (in) in
side the TDW [see Fig. 3(d)] leading to a maximized 
torque with a magnitude of 

I aih I = lsfLs 
at se eMsV' 

(3) 

This has to be compared with the spin-polarized charge 
current induced magnetization change. Assuming Cl' f3 
[9-11], the magnitude of the torque for a DW along the 
x axis is given by [34] 

I aih I ctFlefLs ,aa'xn ,. (4) at CIDM = AeMs 

Here, le is the charge current sent through a FM wire with 
a cross-sectional area A. Dividing Eq. (3) by Eq. (4), we 
obtain 

lanz/atlse 
laln/ atlclDM 

(5) 

Depending on the volume affected by the spin current, this 
ratio becomes ",,25 (assuming the side and the top of the 
FM) to ",,900 (assuming only the side). The magnetization 
gradient am is given by the domain-wall width I . am = oX DW· dx 

_,2 and the magnetic dephasing length used is 0.8 nm [35]. 
DW 

Thus, these calculations show that for pure spin current 
induced DW depinning, the impact on the magnetic mo
ments at the edge of the FM wire are 1 -2 orders of 
magnitude larger than for CIDM. For DWs pinned at 
edge defects, this gives an estimate of the increased depin
ning efficiency in line with our measurements. 

In conclusion, we have shown that the depinning ofDWs 
can be eftlciently assisted by non local spin currents due to 
the large torque that then acts on the surface layers of the 
FM, where the domain-wall pinning originates. 
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